Attention Grabber Chants
FOR ELEMENTARY AGED STUDENTS

1. EYES ON ME
One, two, three,
Eyes on me*
Three, two, one,
Let’s have some fun!

*wear a pair of silly glasses to really get students looking your way.

2. ABRACADABRA
Time for some magic,
Around goes the wand.*
Abracadabra, your Wiggles are GONE!

*use a toy magician’s wand or pointer for you or a student leader to use during the chant. Students should freeze when hearing “GONE!”

3. CHOO CHOO
Our train is speeding
Down the tracks,
Let’s put on the brakes
We’re going too fast!
Chugga*, chugga...

*have students tap their knees to the beat during “chugga chugga”, getting progressively slower and slower until you hold up a stop sign.

4. QUIET COPY CAT
Let’s see how quiet
You can be. Do what I do after me.
Shhh*, shhh
(finger to lips), etc.

*Demonstrate various ‘quiet’ or silent movements for students to imitate such as rubbing hands together, reaching hands in air, etc.
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